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LAGOON: Compact Paddling Fun

OZZIE: Light & Stable Family Kayak

This is our smaller entry level kayak built
reliable and tough. Aimed at lighter paddlers
the flatter hull design makes this a very easy
kayak to paddle. It has excellent stability
whether exploring lakes and waterways, and
when having fun at the beach. There’s room
aboard for snorkelling gear and a dry bag, and
the Lagoon is stackable to make storage and
transport a breeze.

A Kayak made for fun, the Viking Ozzie shows
what recreational kayaks should be capable
of: playing in the waves, exploring waterways,
or even launching through the rocks to see
what’s just around the corner. Much more
than a toy, this is a kayak that will take kids
of all ages on an adventure. It’s short, light,
and easy to manage, yet has the stability and
capacity to take paddlers up to 120 kg.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Side grab handles
• Front and Rear Well
• 1 x Storage Hatch with removable bucket

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Full safety grab line
• 1 x Storage Hatch with removable bucket
• Flush mount rod holder

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 2.6m
• Width 74cm
• Weight 16kg
• Carrying capacity 100kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 2.7m
• Width 79cm
• Weight 17kg
• Carrying capacity 120kg

NEMO: Family Fun Kayak

ESPRI: Family & Cruising Kayak

The Nemo takes our fantastically successful
Ozzie kayak and stretches it for even more
room and load capacity. The increased length
improves performance and will suit those
looking for a more relaxing time aboard.
There’s a centre hatch for valuables while the
mini rear well gives somewhere to rest a dry
bag or crate for additional storage.

The Espri delivers class leading performance
in the waves, on the ocean, and on rivers and
lakes. Fishing or cruising, it’s the ultimate allrounder offering manoeuvrability, speed, and
stability the whole family can enjoy. The large
rear well provides adequate space for a child,
the family dog, or a dry bag with extra gear.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Propelz Ergo Seat
• Full safety grab line
• 1 x Storage Hatch with removable bucket
• Flush mount rod holder

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Propelz Ergo Seat
• Full safety grab line
• 2 x Storage Hatches, one with removable
bucket
• 2 x Flush mount rod holders

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 3.2m
• Width 79cm
• Weight 19kg
• Carrying capacity 130kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 3.6m
• Width 80cm
• Weight 20kg
• Carrying capacity 160kg

VIKING 2+1:
Double, Triple or Solo

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 3 Molded seat positions • 2 x Propelz Eco paddles • 2 x Propelz Ergo Seats
• 3 x Storage Hatches (2 with removable buckets) • 2x Flush mount rod holders
SPECIFICATIONS: • Length 3.9m • Width 81cm • Weight 30kg • Carrying capacity 220kg

The most versatile double kayak available
with a clever mid seat designed specifically
for easy paddling as a single. Perfect for
carrying a junior between two paddlers, it’s
now much easier to get the whole family on
the water. Amazingly stable the Viking 2+1
also comes fitted with StarPorts ready for rod
holders or other accessories.

ESPRI ANGLER
Entry Fishing Kayak

PROFISH 35
Compact Fishing Kayak

“Uncomplicated” best describes the Espri
Angler. Built on our outstanding Espri the
Angler delivers simple clean lines and easy
handling. Very stable, the ramped sides
make it possible for smaller paddlers to
comfortably reach the water making this a
great choice as a first fishing kayak. It’s also
a kayak that works well for the occasional
angler who spends as much time exploring
as they do fishing.

This compact kayak is ideally suited to
paddlers up to 110kg. Whether this is your
first fishing kayak, or the one you grab to
explore tight waters in creeks and estuaries,
the stability and easy paddling nature of the
Profish 35 make this the perfect fishing kayak
for those wanting a smaller craft. Loads of
unique storage and great features round out
a superb compact fishing kayak.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Speed Paddle
• Propelz Deluxe Fisherman Seat
• Full safety grab line
• 2 x Storage Hatches, one with
removable bucket
• 6 x Flush mount rod holders
• StarPort HD accessory mount
• Recessed fittings for Fish Stringer mount

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Propelz Speed Paddle
• Propelz Deluxe Fisherman Seat
• Large Central storage well
• 4 x Flush mount rod holders
• 2 x StarPort HD Mounts
• Paddle Holder
• Carry Handles
• 6” Hatch with Removable Bucket

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 3.6m
• Width 80cn
• Weight 20kg
• Carrying capacity 160kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3.5m length
• 77cm width
• 24kg weight
• 130kg carrying capacity

TEMPO II
Double Fishing Kayak
The Viking Tempo II double kayak is perfect for those wanting the stability and room to get
two anglers on the water together. This is a proper fishing kayak with multiple storage options,
including wells at either end so both anglers have somewhere to place their catch. Safe and super
stable these kayaks are a joy to paddle, the extra length means your paddles won’t clash

S P E CIFICATIONS:

• 4.7m length • 85cm width

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 2x Propelz Deluxe Fisherman Seats
• 2x Propelz Speed Paddles
• 4x 6” Hatches
• 6x Flush mount rod holders
• 2x Paddle Holders
• Easy carry handles and more…

• 35kg weight • 260kg carrying capacity

Kayak packages and specifications may vary without notice
Check www.vikingkayaks.co.nz for the latest updates

PROFISH GT
Nimble Fishing Kayak

PROFISH 400
Light weight Fishing Kayak

Short and incredibly manoeuvrable the
Profish GT will appeal to salt and fresh water
anglers looking for maximum stability in
a compact kayak. It has a similar cockpit
design to the Profish Reload, providing a
comfortable seating position and the unique
Tackle Pod system. This makes it easy to
change configuration using accessory Kid
Pods or Twin Tackle Pods. Fish storage
options such as the Chill Pod, Fish Bag, and
Insulated Cover are the same for the Reload,
Profish 400, and Profish GT making it
possible to mix and match accessories across
kayaks. The Profish GT is also perfect for
taking aboard larger boats.

Light and sleek this is a kayak that’s a delight
to manage on and off the water. Whether
touring or fishing everyone will appreciate
how easy it is to paddle. The low wind profile
of the Profish 400 Lite enhances control
and reduces effort in breezy conditions.
Smaller paddlers are catered for with side
scallops for an improved paddle stroke, while
extended leg room delivers comfort for
taller individuals. This is a kayak that delivers
true big water performance in a compact
lightweight package.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Viking’s unique Tackle Pod; optional Kid Pod
and Twin Tackle Pod are also available
• Large accessory hatch for extra storage in
the front of the kayak
• Molded side handles for better balance
when lifting and carrying
• 4 x Flush mount rod holders for flexibility
when placing fishing rods
• Propelz Speed Paddle & Deluxe Fisherman
Seat, 1 x Paddle Park, adjustable foot rests,
and 1 x 6” bucket hatch

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Lighter weight, around 10kg lighter than
comparable fishing kayaks
• Centre well with cover and bait board, the
perfect tackle station and mounting area for
fish finders
• Flat accessory mounting area at the front
of the cockpit with moulded-in inserts for
two RailBlaza StarPorts, installation of
accessories is easy
• 6x flush mount rod holders fitted for
flexibility when placing fishing rods
• Propelz Speed Paddle & Deluxe Fisherman
Seat, 2 x Paddle Parks, adjustable foot rests,
2 x 6” hatches (one fitted with a removable
bucket)

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 3.6m
• Width 82cm
• Weight 26kg
• Carrying capacity 175kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.1m
• Width 78cm
• Weight 25kg
• Carrying capacity 175kg

Solid built-in side handles

Large Oval storage hatch

Large central storage well

Optional Chill Pod

Removable tackle pod

Tackle pod transducer scupper

Optional tackle pod

Optional Fish Bag

PROFISH 440 EVOLUTION IV:
Fishing & Diving Kayak

PROFISH RELOAD
Premium Fishing Kayak

The Profish 440 has been designed with
the room, stability, and performance to
make your water time easy. It’s also a divers
dream having everything within easy reach
for kitting up, and at the end of a dive being
able to slip back on board with complete
confidence. The covered front well is ideal
for long free dive fins, and the wide opening
centre well provides easy access for mask,
weight belt, and tackle boxes etc.

The Profish Reload combines the best
features of the Profish 400, Profish 440,
Profish GT, and adds a higher level of
performance. Fast and stable this is the
kayak of choice for those seeking touring
performance combined with the stability
to land record class fish! The innovative
Tackle Pod system offers a worldwide first:
the ability to have a fully integrated and
removable sounder, battery, and transducer
setup along with tackle storage in one lift
out unit.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Stable and straight tracking design, very
controllable in a wide range of conditions even
without the optional rudder
• Quiet hull performance with very little hull slap
making this the ultimate stealth fishing kayak
• Large front well
• Well covers inside the cockpit, centre cover
includes bait board, the perfect tackle station
and mounting area for fish finders
• 8 x Flush Rod Holders, 2 x Bait Wells behind
the seat
• Propelz Speed Paddle & Deluxe Fisherman
Seat

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Viking’s unique Tackle Pod; optional Kid Pod
and Twin Tackle Pod are also available
• Large front hatch offers storage for additional
gear such as kayak trolleys and dry bags
• Handy bait wells behind the seat double as dry
lockers or can be used as a convenient place for
drink bottles
• Large recessed side handles to make lifting and
loading so much easier
• 6x flush mount rod holders fitted for flexibility
when placing fishing rods
• Propelz Speed Paddle & Deluxe Fisherman
Seat, Paddle Park, adjustable foot rests, and 6”
bucket hatch

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.4m
• Width 77cm
• Weight 30kg
• Carrying capacity 180kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.5m
• Width 75cm
• Weight 31kg
• Carrying capacity 200kg

Quick soft bait access

Covered front well

Removable tackle pod

Optional kid pod

Two bait wells

Cavernous tackle storage

Large Oval storage hatch

Large side handle

PADDLES

OXYGEN 5.7 SKI
Fitness/Training Kayak
The Oxygen 5.7 is the ideal fitness
and training Ski. Perfect for
clubs and touring as the Oxygen
Ski offers more stability than
full on race versions, while still
maintaining excellent hull speed.
Being made from UV stabilised
HDPE means it’s maintenance free
and bullet proof, making it ideal for
clubs as well as individuals wanting
a no maintenance craft that can
handle knocks and scrapes.

Propelz Eco
Alloy 2-piece construction,
easy to fit in your car. Robust
and simple to use, suits the
whole family.
Length: 222cm

Propelz Speed
Fibreglass 2-piece
construction, fully adjustable
for length and pitch, this is
an awesome general purpose
paddle suitable for a broad
range of kayakers.
Length 220 – 230cm

SEATS
Propelz Ergo Seat

Our general purpose seat to suit the whole
family - designed to give comfortable support
with stiffening ribs and new rear straps for
better adjustability. There’s also a pocket on the
back for extra storage.

Deluxe Fisherman Seat
This high backed seat provides additional
support and padding for kayak anglers spending
more time aboard their kayak. Multiple buckles
make it easy to tailor the fit, while the low
ride height maximises kayak stability and
performance.
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PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Comes with rudder
• No paddle or seat
• 3x 6” hatches
• 2x carry handles
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SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 5.7m
• Width 63cm
• Weight 27kg

30 YEAR WARRANTY

ANTY

This is your Viking Kayak advantage –
locally made and supported, and with
a hull that’s warranted for 30 years for
the original owner. We build kayaks that
will go the distance, and the extended
warranty shows how proud we are of the
product we’re making for you.
Check out our website for the details and
registration process.

Your Viking Kayak Dealer:

VIKING KAYAKS
71 Firth Street Matamata 3400
Ph 0800 529 253
Email admin@vikingkayaks.co.nz
www.vikingkayaks.co.nz

